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Stronger Economies Together Initiative
The Stronger Economies Together (SET) initiative was launched in 2009 by USDA Rural
Development in collaboration with the nation’s Regional Rural Development Centers (RRDC)
and their land-grant university partners. The purpose of Stronger Economies Together is to
strengthen the capacity of communities in rural America to work together in developing and
implementing an economic development blueprint that strategically builds on the current and
emerging economic strengths of their region. Important elements of the Stronger Economies
Together program will build collaboration between communities in a region, provide economic
analyses tailored to help capture the region’s current or emerging clusters and will provide
comparative economic advantages. Land-grant university Extension systems provide technical
assistance, including SET training and meeting facilitation, to the regions over a period of
several months.
The Crossing Borders Region, which was accepted as a SET Initiative region in December 2015,
needs sustainable economic change to make long-term improvements for our citizens and to
provide an inviting business climate. However, the region is beset with challenges caused by
high unemployment, pockets of pervasive and persistent poverty, an aging population and an
inability to connect the “islands of excellence” occurring throughout the region so that all
benefit.
The Crossing Borders Region has participated in the Northeast Oklahoma Regional Alliance
(NORA) for several years and will continue to do so; however, a more locally targeted economic
development plan is needed to address specific issues not necessarily found in the other NORA
counties. By being part of the SET Initiative, the region can take charge of its future and
empower its leaders to make collaborative decisions for long-lasting impact. Through the SET
Initiative, the Crossing Borders Region hopes to bring about sustainable regional change.
By participating in the SET Initiative, stakeholders from across the region gathered to learn
about the true power of developing and maintaining a regional mindset. Cluster analysis data
from Purdue University, group discussion and facilitated exercises helped stakeholders identify
strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities; prioritize those opportunities and set goals; and
develop the strategies needed to affect that desired sustainable regional change—improved
employment conditions, increased household incomes and thriving communities that offer
exceptional quality of life and economic opportunity.
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Crossing Borders Region
Executive Summary
This Regional Economic Development Plan will serve as the roadmap for the future economic
development efforts of the Crossing Borders Region. Key regional stakeholders embrace a spirit
of regionalism to support this initiative. Implementing the action items described within this
document will strengthen the ability of the Crossing Borders Region to secure its economic
future and position it as a competitive area for business creation, retention, expansion and
relocation. This plan reflects a nine module planning process with active participation from
business, civic and community leaders. Significant research, including the Regional Snapshot
provided by Purdue University’s Center for Regional Development, and discussions have led to
the development of this plan.

Region Description
The Crossing Borders Region is comprised of four counties (Cherokee, Adair, Sequoyah and
Delaware) in far northeastern Oklahoma. All four counties reside in the Cherokee Nation and
have large Cherokee populations. Delaware, Adair and Sequoyah counties reside along the
border with Arkansas. Cherokee County is home to Northeastern State University, the region’s
largest city (Tahlequah) and the headquarters of the Cherokee Nation. US Interstate 40, a major
route supporting local, regional and national commerce, passes through the southern part of the
region. While this region spans two planning districts, the counties share similar geography;
natural resources and attractions; an intertwined culture and history; and economic
characteristics.

Regional Collaboration
Over 80 local leaders invested their time and talents to the SET process focusing on
collaboration across the four-county region. The group met six times over 10 months. The
initial Town Hall meeting drew over 90 participants and each subsequent meeting drew, on
average, 40 participants. Typically, participants from Cherokee County accounted for the
majority of participants, representing more than 40% of each session’s attendees. Sequoyah
County’s participation accounted for 25%, Adair County’s participation typically ran around
20%, and about 15% of the attendees were from Delaware County.
Participation was encouraged through targeted emails and invitations to stakeholders across the
four-county region. Representatives hailed from the business community, local governments, the
Cherokee Nation, Oklahoma State University’s Extension offices, state government agencies,
education and training providers (secondary and post-secondary), local media representatives
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and civic-focused, not-for-profit organizations. Industry sectors represented included agriculture,
banking, healthcare, manufacturing, retail and tourism.

Regional Economic Goals
The SET team came together and identified five regional economic goals based on its
understanding of residents’ values; the vision for the Crossing Borders Region; and its strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and challenges. The data provided through Purdue University’s
Regional Snapshot informed the team’s discussions as well as development of the goals and
strategies detailed in this plan. The goals and strategies are designed to maximize our regional
competitive advantages, improve employment conditions, increase household incomes and create
thriving communities that offer exceptional quality of life and economic opportunity.
The Crossing Borders Region’s five goals address healthcare industry spending leakages, the
development of tourism assets, general infrastructure improvement, and the diversification of
and engagement in the region’s agribusiness industry.
1.

Grow regional healthcare economic impact by increasing institutional spending on
healthcare support services by 10% (e.g., patient billing, medical waste disposal, laboratory
services, building maintenance and operations, emergency medical services) through
identification and reduction of spending leakages and fostering innovative regional
businesses by August 2019.
2. Leverage the Cherokee Hills Byways Association to diversify tourism to increase traveler
spending by 20% by 2022.
3. Submit a proposal to Federal and State agencies, including the Oklahoma Water
Resources Board (OWRB), for a multi-county preliminary engineering and feasibility
study to address the regionalization of water and wastewater systems by 2018.
4. Diversify agricultural production and distribution channels available to regional producers
to increase farm incomes and farm viability over the next 5 years.
5. Engage young people in Agriculture through educational programs to expose them to
career opportunities and healthy lifestyles.
The Crossing Borders Region needs sustainable economic change to make long-term
improvements for its citizens and to provide an inviting business climate. This plan provides a
critical focus point for all of the partners in this regional collaboration as they work together to
set priorities, address challenges and recruit internal and external resources to address the
specific issues and meet the goals outlined on the following pages.
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Crossing Borders Region
Introduction
Region Description
The Crossing Borders Region is comprised of four counties (Cherokee, Adair, Sequoyah and
Delaware) in far northeastern Oklahoma. All four counties reside in the Cherokee Nation and
have large Cherokee populations. Delaware, Adair and Sequoyah counties form the border with
Arkansas. Cherokee County is home to Northeastern State University, the region’s largest city
(Tahlequah) and is headquarters of the Cherokee Nation. US Interstate 40, a major route
supporting local, regional and national commerce, passes through the southern part of the region.
While this region spans two planning districts, the counties share similar geography; natural
resources and attractions; an intertwined culture and history; and economic characteristics.
The Crossing Borders Region is a very rural economic region with many commonalities,
including:
● Close proximity to 3 large metropolitan areas: Tulsa, Oklahoma; Ft. Smith, Arkansas;
and the Fayetteville/Springdale/Bentonville, Arkansas corridor that is home to the WalMart Corporation, which requires all of its vendors to maintain a presence within the area
as well.
● Commuter workforces employed outside the region, driving up to 70 miles one way to
work.
● An economic reliance on Arkansas and Tulsa for higher paying employment
opportunities.
● Low education levels and an aging population.
● Shared regional university, Northeastern State University in Tahlequah, Oklahoma.
● Strong shared Cherokee culture and population; the Cherokee Nation’s tribal government
seat resides in Tahlequah.
● Pockets of extreme poverty (Adair and Sequoyah counties traditionally have higher
unemployment rates than the state average, and Cherokee and Adair counties are both
categorized by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) as persistent poverty
counties.)
● Limited staffing patterns indicating 57.2% of the region’s workforce is employed in 4
industry sectors: 1) Government, 2) Retail Trade, 3) Healthcare and Social Assistance
and 4) Crop and Animal Production.
● Underutilized assets and plentiful natural resources.
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The Crossing Borders Region has a history of communication and information sharing. These
four counties launched the collaborative effort that is today the Northeast Oklahoma Regional
Alliance (NORA). NORA is a regional economic development alliance representing the 14
counties that comprise northeastern Oklahoma and includes the Crossing Borders Region.
Through NORA, the local councils of government, the Cherokee Nation and other stakeholders,
this region regularly interacts and collaborates, applying for federal grants; aligning education,
training and workforce development efforts; and partnering to attract new business to the region.
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Regional Collaboration
Over 80 different local leaders invested their time and talents to the SET process focusing on
collaboration across the four county region. The group met six times over 10 months. Each
meeting drew, on average, 40 participants. Typically, participants from Cherokee County
accounted for the majority of participants, representing more than 40% of each session’s
attendees. Sequoyah County’s participation accounted for 25%, Adair County’s participation
typically ran around 20%, and about 15% of the attendees were from Delaware County.
Participation was encouraged through press releases, targeted emails and invitations to
stakeholders across the four-county region. Representatives hailed from the business
community, local governments, the Cherokee Nation, Oklahoma State University’s Extension
offices; state government agencies; education and training providers (secondary and postsecondary); local media representatives; and civic-focused, not-for-profit organizations.
Industry sectors represented included agriculture, banking, healthcare, manufacturing, retail
and tourism.
The initial SET application process secured the support of municipal leaders across the region
who provided commitment letters pledging their support, including Bill Roedenbeck, Mayor,
City of Stilwell (Adair County); Shelldon L. Miggletto, City Clerk-Treasurer, City of Stilwell
(Adair County); Jason Nichols, Mayor, City of Tahlequah (Cherokee County); Barbara
Barnes, County Clerk (Delaware County); Elaine Carr, Mayor, West Siloam Springs
(Delaware County); Tom Sanders, County Commissioner (Delaware County); Horace
Lindley, Town Administrator, Gore (Sequoyah County); Clayton E. Lucas II, City Manager,
Sallisaw (Sequoyah County); Debby Keith, Community & Economic Development Director,
Sallisaw (Sequoyah County); Jim Rogers, County Commissioner, (Sequoyah County); Steve
Carter, County Commissioner (Sequoyah County); and Chuck Hoskin Jr., Cherokee Nation
Secretary of State.
Meetings were held in rotating locations in the population centers of each of the four
counties. Sessions were held in Jay, Tahlequah, Sallisaw, Stilwell and West Siloam Springs.
Participants not able to attend the sessions had access to the information electronically. All
documents, meeting notes, photos, etc., were posted to NORA’s website at
www.neokregion.org/set.
Input and feedback was requested throughout the process. For example, reminders were sent
out before each meeting with an overview of the previous meeting, documents for review and
any “homework” or preparation needed for the upcoming meeting. Attendees were also
regularly encouraged to invite stakeholders who had not yet participated but who might be
valuable to the overall process.
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The Crossing Borders Region has participated in
the Northeast Oklahoma Regional Alliance for
several years and will continue to do so; however,
a more locally targeted economic development
plan was needed to address specific issues not
necessarily found in the other NORA counties.
Crossing Borders Region realizes it is time to take
charge of its future and empower its leaders to
make collaborative decisions for long lasting
impact.
Through their continued involvement in the SET
process, the region’s community leaders demonstrate openness to exploring alternatives, a
commitment to engaging a diverse conversation and a dedication to implementing this
collaborative plan.
The plan was presented to the boards of NORA, the Grand Gateway Economic Development
Association (an economic development entity representing seven Northeastern Oklahoma
counties, including those in the region), and Eastern Oklahoma Development District
(EODD), which provides regional economic and community development assistance through
programs, such as, Rural Fire Defense and Area Agency on Aging. Each of the boards passed
resolutions affirming their commitment to the implementation of this plan.
Additionally, the plan was presented to the municipal leaders listed previously as well as a
variety of organizations and industry representatives across the region. The following
resolutions, proclamations and/or letters of support for implementation have been received to
date: Cherokee Nation Career Services-Office of S. Diane Kelley; Cherokee Nation Small
Business Assistance Center; Grand Gateway Economic Development Association; Grand
Savings Bank; Jay Chamber of Commerce; Northeast Oklahoma Community Action Agency;
Northeastern State University; Sallisaw Chamber of Commerce; Sallisaw Improvement
Corporation; Tahlequah Area Chamber of Commerce; and the Zoë Institute, a non-profit
organization that operates food pantries and other poverty-relief efforts throughout the
Crossing Borders Region.
The plan has been posted to www.neokregion.org/set to continue gathering feedback from the
larger Crossing Borders Region population.
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Crossing Borders Region
Evidence Base for Plan
The SET team’s primary data source used to provide the evidence base for this plan and the
goals and strategies developed comes from the Regional Snapshot provided by Purdue
University’s Center for Regional Development.

Regional Demographic Data
According to the 2010 Census, the Crossing Borders Region population is 153,331, with a
projected population of 184,800 by 2020, which is a 20.5% increase. The rest of Oklahoma is
only expected to see a 1.5% increase in its current population of 3,724,720.

Race & Ethnicity: According to the 2000 Census, 62.2% of the Crossing Borders Region
population are White; 27.7% are American Indian & Alaska Native; 0.9% are Black, and 10.2%
identified as “Other”. According to the 2014 Census, 59.4% are White; 29.4% are American
Indian & Alaska Native; 1.2% are Black; and 11.2% identified as “Other”. In 2000, the region
reported its Hispanic population at 2.8%, and by the 2014 Census, that population had increased
to 4.9%.

Population Age Structure: The Crossing Borders Region appears to have a slightly higher
number of older adults than the rest of the state, especially in the age range of 70 to 79. For
example, the region’s population is comprised of 7.9% adults ages 70 to 79, and the rest of
Oklahoma’s population in this same age range runs 6.1%. In the 60 to 69 years of age range, the
region has 12.4%; the rest of Oklahoma has 10.4%. In the 50 to 59 years of age range, the region
has 13.7%; the rest of Oklahoma has 13.3%. The 80+ population runs neck and neck, with the
region reporting 3.7% and the rest of Oklahoma reports 3.6%.
An aging population puts increasing pressure on the region’s social services; however, this
growing demographic also stimulates demand for improved healthcare facilities and for a more
varied menu of healthcare services. Also, national and regional trends tend to indicate that
today’s aging population remains more active than in the past, which can create an increasing
demand for more cultural and leisure opportunities accessible to and designed specifically for the
region’s elders. The needs of the region’s aging population and the opportunities for job creation
around those needs are key drivers behind Goal 1 (increase regional healthcare’s economic
impact) and Goal 2 (tourism asset development).
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The younger population tracks along a similar scale, with the highest disparities being among the
30 to 39 year olds (region-11.2%; Oklahoma-13.1%) and 20 to 29 year olds (region-12.9%;
Oklahoma-14.4%).
Lacking robust numbers of people within these age groups presents challenges for the region’s
economic and workforce development efforts. Those involved with the SET initiative and plan
development recognize this challenge. During discussions, the group often grappled with this
Catch 22: The Crossing Borders Region must retain and attract these age groups to build a
vibrant economy, but these age groups will not stay in or relocate to the region if opportunities
are not available. All 5 goals and their supporting strategies are meant to create the economic and
quality of life opportunities that will ultimately retain the region’s younger population as well as
attract young entrepreneurs and innovators and the skilled labor needed to support a vibrant
workforce pipeline.

Regional Economic Data
Income & Poverty: Between 2004 and 2014, the Crossing Borders Region has experienced a
steady increase in the total population in poverty and minors (0 to 17) in poverty. Total
Population in Poverty (2004-17.5%; 2009-21.7%; 2014-23.1%). Minors in Poverty (2004-25.8%;
2009-31.1%; 2014-33%). Real Median Household Income experienced a decline from 2004
($36,953) to 2009 ($35,776), but seems to have started a slight upward trend ($35,958) in 2014,
which is a good sign. However, the region remains one of Oklahoma’s poorest, which
underscores the need for continued and increased access to education and for the creation of
economic opportunity throughout the Crossing Borders Region.

Educational Attainment: The Crossing Borders Region is home to Northeastern State
University, a four-year regional university and Carl Albert State College, a two-year community
college, as well as Indian Capital Technology Center and Northeast Technology Center, a
technical school system focused on career education and developing the skills of the region’s
existing workforce.
Despite the presence of these institutions, the region is rural; transportation is an issue; and a
poverty entrenched culture may not understand the value of or be able to access education. Thus,
educational attainment in all but two areas lags behind the remaining counties in Oklahoma.
Those exceptions are: some high school and high school diplomas-region 12% and 37%,
respectively, and Oklahoma 9% and 32%.
However, the disparities aren’t significant, which has given those involved with the SET
initiative and plan development hope that closing that gap will not be an insurmountable barrier
to building a stronger economy.
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Some college-region, 23%; Oklahoma, 24%; Associate’s degree-region, 6%; Oklahoma, 7%;
Bachelor’s degree-region, 11%; Oklahoma 16% (the most significant gap); and Graduate degreeregion, 6%; Oklahoma, 4%.

Patents: From 2001 to 2013, the Crossing Borders Region issued patents at a rate of 0.60 per
10,000 jobs, while the remaining Oklahoma counties garnered 2.35 patents per 10,000 jobs.
Patenting trends are an important indicator of the level of innovation in a region.
Commercializing this innovation can lead to long-term growth for regional economies.
Recognizing this, the SET initiative stakeholders spent a significant amount of time discussing
ways to stimulate and commercialize innovation. This discussion contributed to the development
of Goal 1 (increasing regional healthcare’s economic impact) in general and specifically to the
strategy of creating a Healthcare Innovation Center. The SET team envisions the Center will
create jobs by facilitating and coordinating the increase of institutional spending on healthcare
support services with regional providers; assisting with the commercialization of new
technology; connecting healthcare and community resources to increase economic efficiencies in
healthcare delivery and ensure regional access to this new technology; and working with
education and training providers to ensure a skilled labor pipeline to meet the needs of new and
existing businesses.

Unemployment: Annual unemployment rates in the region remain higher than the rest of
Oklahoma and the nation. The Crossing Borders Region’s unemployment average for 2014 was
6.4%; Oklahoma’s was 4.4%; and the nation’s was 6.2%.

Earnings per Worker: In 2014, average earnings, which include wages, salaries,
supplements and earning from partnerships and proprietorships, in the region were $32,830,
compared to $45,799 in the rest of Oklahoma. High unemployment and low earnings weren’t a
surprise to the group, since both of these factors are significant contributors to the poverty
pervasive throughout the region.

Key Industry Sectors & Economic Impact: While government, including tribal,
remains the top employer throughout the Crossing Borders Region, its other key industry sectors
are retail, tourism, agriculture and manufacturing.
Adair and Sequoyah counties enjoy manufacturing employment of 36%. The region as a whole
reports a combined total manufacturing employment of 41.5%. Manufacturing jobs in the region
took a hit when it experienced two significant plant closings:
•
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Arkansas (a 24.4-mile commute, one way); Siloam Springs, Arkansas (a 31.3-mile
commute, one-way); and Van Buren, Arkansas (a 107-mile commute, one way). While
most of the commutes are considered reasonable and not out of the norm for this region,
the City of Jay announced at the time of the closing that it was losing more than $1
million in annual utility revenue—a significant hit to the rural community’s already
strapped coffers.
•

Whirlpool, an appliance manufacturer in Fort Smith, Arkansas, closed in June 2012 and
cut 850 jobs. The plant was less than 70 miles away from a good portion of the Crossing
Borders Region, with communities like Sallisaw only 24 miles away and Roland only 8
miles away.

Rural communities affected by these closings and the downturn in other industry sectors are
responding by creating small retail operations. Retail trade employment combined for the
Crossing Borders Region is 80.6%. Fostering this type of entrepreneurship—much of which
capitalizes on the region’s natural resources, tourism (Goal 2) and thriving arts community—has
been a common goal supported by education entities and tribal governments. However, until the
SET Initiative, it has lacked focused attention and coordination.
Further, the presence of workers skilled in agribusiness, including those formerly employed by
Simmons Foods, contributed to the development of Goal 4 (diversify agricultural production and
distribution channels) and Goal 5 (engage young people in Agriculture). Through the
implementation of the strategies supporting Goal 4 and Goal 5, the Crossing Borders Region will
create a competitive advantage in retaining agribusiness as well as perhaps paving the way to
reopen the Simmons Foods facility or attracting similar livestock processing operations.
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Crossing Borders Region
Regional Assets
The stakeholders participating in the SET Initiative identified the following as Crossing Borders
Region assets:
•

A large and diverse regional team with a history of collaboration and committed to
partnership through the SET Initiative and the development and implementation of this
Economic Development plan.

•

The Cherokee Nation, which provides funding for infrastructure, schools, and community
development; leadership; access to healthcare; training/jobs; history; and culture.

•

Natural resources for recreation and development, including water for recreation and
potable purposes; land suitable for agriculture and wildlife habitat; and limestone and
marble reserves.

•

Transportation: interstate highways, railroad, and the McClellan-Kerr Arkansas River
Navigation System, as well as close proximity to MARNS port access.

•

Location: proximity to metropolitan areas—Tulsa, Oklahoma; Ft. Smith, Arkansas; and
the Fayetteville/Springdale/Bentonville, Arkansas corridor; lack of existing development.

•

Quality of life factors: low-cost of living; low property taxes; access to diverse levels of
education (pre-K, secondary and post-secondary—technology centers for high school
juniors and seniors, working adults, unemployed and hobbyists; two-year community
colleges; and a four-year regional university); sense of community; cultural heritage and
vibrant arts community; access to healthcare; and a variety of recreational opportunities
for tourists and residents—Lake Tenkiller, Grand Lake, Fort Gibson Lake, Illinois River,
Cherokee Hills Byway scenic drive and corridor; Sequoyah State Park; etc.
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Crossing Borders Region
Potential Barriers and Related Strategies
The stakeholders participating in the SET Initiative identified the following as Crossing Borders
Region barriers and related strategies for overcoming those barriers:

Barrier: Lack of infrastructure crucial to economic development—access to utilities (water,
wastewater, in some areas electricity, etc.); and arterial and secondary roads that can support the
movement of high volumes of raw materials and goods.

Strategies: Identify crucial infrastructure needs and prioritize repairs/new installation by those
that are most likely to result in near-term economic development either through business
relocations or expansions. Pool resources, including bonding capacity and the development of
grant partnerships, to secure improvement/construction funds. Initially focusing on those projects
that can bear results relatively quickly, the region can start to rebuild its ad valorem tax base,
which can then be used to fund additional infrastructure projects as well as address many of the
other barriers discussed in this section. Goal 3 (address the regionalization of water and
wastewater systems) relates directly to these strategies as a first step in identifying water and
wastewater assets and liabilities and combining resources to improve the region’s access to and
use of water for community and economic development.

Barrier: Cycle of poverty throughout the mostly rural region created and continued by a lack
of living-wage jobs; lack of affordable housing; substance abuse and mental and behavioral
health issues compounded by a lack of treatment facilities and health insurance for non-Native
residents; and a general inability for rural regions to secure funding or generate revenue
(declining ad valorem tax base) to address these issues.

Strategies: Establish a regional resource network to connect people to those job training
programs and opportunities, subsidized housing, food pantries, new technologies designed to
improve the quality of life, etc. that do exist. The network will be designed to address immediate
needs. However, it will also start a process of community engagement that connects local support
networks and furthers the mindset of regionalism as a way to solve problems. Goal 1/the
Healthcare Innovation Center strategy was developed to, among other things highlighted earlier,
connect the region’s healthcare, community and educational resources to increase operational
efficiencies, which should lead to the improvement of service delivery and ensure that residents
have access to state-of-the-art facilities and new technologies.
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Addressing the need for living-wage jobs and affordable housing hinges on the region’s ability to
create and attract new business or to help existing businesses expand. A larger ad valorem tax
base can deliver the types of infrastructure and quality of life opportunities needed to break the
cycle of poverty.
The region is also supporting NORA’s legislative agenda that includes developing a request for
an interim study to examine the limitations placed on municipalities funding and explore funding
alternatives, which may be used to address specific infrastructure and poverty issues.
All 5 goals and their supporting strategies are meant to create economic and quality of life
opportunities that will ultimately bust through the cycle of poverty barrier. The SET team’s five
goals are informed by the region’s assets, the strategies previously discussed and the additional
strategies highlighted below. Those not specifically covered by the current goals will appear in
future iterations of the region’s economic development plan as it achieves the original five and
moves forward.
Additional strategies for addressing the cycle of poverty barrier suggested by the Crossing
Borders Region stakeholders included:
•

Explore the Cherokee Nation becoming a Medicare Administrator, which would open its
network of clinics and hospitals to low-income, non-Native residents.

•

Ensure that each community has a substance abuse and mental health treatment facility.
Oklahoma recently approved SQ 780 and SQ781, which may move the needle a bit on
this particular barrier. SQ 780 changes the classification of simple drug possession crimes
from felony to misdemeanor. It also raises the dollar amount that determines whether
property crimes are a felony or misdemeanor from $500 to $1,000. Anticipating fewer
prison receptions for drug possession, SQ 781 directs the cost savings from SQ 780 to a
fund that would be distributed to counties to provide mental health and substance abuse
services. The state Office of Management and Enterprise Services is directed to
determine the annual savings, which will be distributed to counties in proportion to their
population.

•

Create venture capital groups to build and buy companies and move them to the Crossing
Borders Region. (Goal 1/Healthcare Innovation Center strategy)

Barrier: The Crossing Borders Region lacks political clout, which it needs to ensure that
federal and state funds find their way to the rural areas most in need.

Strategies: Continue to build on the collaborative spirit and partnerships developed through
the SET Initiative by spreading this idea of regionalism to the local elected and community
leadership. The ultimate goal is that the Crossing Borders Region will develop its economy as
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one; apply for federal funds through various grant programs as one; and lobby its state and
federal legislators as one. Additionally, Crossing Borders will participate in the NORA regional
Leadership Academy, which will encourage and engage community based leadership that
address regional issues at the local, state and national levels.

Barrier: Maintaining the momentum. Recruiting a large and diverse regional team was fairly
easy as evidenced by the community leaders already participating in the SET Initiative.
However, future challenges will be further developing and maintaining a regional mindset;
implementing the plan without a committed funding stream; overcoming frustration with delayed
gratification brought about by “planning” versus “action” and conflict with community based
initiatives and priorities.

Strategies: The SET Initiative has provided the beginnings of a clear and concise purpose for
the region’s on-going planning effort. The strong group facilitation has provided a robust
understanding of how regionalism benefits the individual community and the Crossing Borders
Region. The SET team must now continue fostering the regional mindset.
Further, a concentrated effort to identify and engage additional community leaders in the
implementation of this plan and the development of future strategic plans will be important.
Often the same leaders are repeatedly called upon to invest effort and resources in community
projects, and scarce resources require prioritization. This resource scarcity could exacerbate
conflict between individual communities and the region; however, engaging additional leaders
will lessen this burden. And, employing technology to facilitate communication and ease
participation challenges will also mitigate potential friction and loss of momentum.
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Crossing Borders Region
Regional Economic Goals
The SET team came together and identified five regional economic goals based on its
understanding of residents’ values; the vision for the Crossing Borders Region; and its strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and challenges. The data provided through Purdue University’s
Regional Snapshot informed the team’s discussions as well as development of the goals and
strategies detailed in this plan. The goals and strategies are designed to ultimately improve
employment conditions, increase household incomes and create thriving communities that offer
exceptional quality of life and economic opportunity.
The Crossing Borders Region’s five goals address increasing the healthcare industry’s regional
economic impact, the development of tourism assets, general infrastructure improvement, and
the diversification of and engagement in the region’s agribusiness industry.
1. Grow regional healthcare economic impact by increasing institutional spending on healthcare
support services by 10% (e.g., patient billing, medical waste disposal, laboratory services,
building maintenance and operations, emergency medical services) through identification
and reduction of spending leakages and fostering innovative regional businesses by August
2019.
2. Leverage the Cherokee Hills Byways Association to diversify tourism to increase traveler
spending by 20% by 2022.
3. Submit a proposal to Federal and State agencies, including the Oklahoma Water
Resources Board (OWRB), for a multi-county preliminary engineering and feasibility
study to address the regionalization of water and wastewater systems by 2018.
4. Diversify agricultural production and distribution channels available to regional producers
to increase farm incomes and farm viability over the next 5 years.
5. Engage young people in Agriculture through educational programs to expose them to
career opportunities and healthy lifestyles.
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Crossing Borders Region
Regional Economic Development Plan
The SET team’s primary data source used to provide the evidence base for this plan and the
goals and strategies developed comes from the Regional Snapshot provided by Purdue
University’s Center for Regional Development. While the bulk of the data rang true with the
team’s knowledge and understanding of the Crossing Borders Region, a point of departure
existed with the industry employment data. While this data included the thousands employed
by the Cherokee Nation’s businesses within the region, it categorized them as government
employees and not by the industries in which they worked. For example, Cherokee Nation
healthcare workers were not included in the healthcare industry. Thus, the Cherokee Nation’s
presence and influence as well as the economic power and potential of the healthcare industry
within the region wasn’t accurately captured.

Goal 1: Grow regional healthcare economic impact by increasing institutional spending on
healthcare support services by 10% (e.g., patient billing, medical waste disposal, laboratory
services, building maintenance and operations, emergency medical services) through
identification and reduction of spending leakages and fostering innovative regional businesses by
August 2019.
Regional Economic Benefits
By achieving this goal through the related strategies, the region can reduce spending leakages of
healthcare support service dollars; create living-wage jobs, which keeps labor capital within the
region; stimulate the development and commercialization of new technologies; retain and attract
working age adults, and young entrepreneurs/innovators; create and attract businesses, which
will ultimately address the region’s ad valorem tax deficits and resulting infrastructure issues,
and address the region’s innovation deficencies.
Evidence Base for Goal
Based on the Regional Snapshot produced by Purdue University’s Center for Regional
Development, the region experiences a significant level of spending leakages across all industry
clusters, including healthcare (biomed/biotechnical), which in 2013 showed leakages of $500
million or more. The SET team decided to start with the healthcare support services spending
leakages for maximum, and potentially most expedient, economic development impact.
Cherokee Nation Health Services operates one of the region’s largest hospitals (W.W. Hastings
Hospital in Tahlequah) and numerous clinics throughout the region, which combined employ
more than 3,000 people. The region also has several other large healthcare employers, including
Northeastern Oklahoma Health System, Integris and the Saint Francis Health System within or
adjacent to the region who could be served by local businesses.
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The Crossing Borders Region appears to have a slightly higher number of older adults than the
rest of the state, especially in the age range of 70 to 79. For example, the region’s population is
comprised of 7.9% adults ages 70 to 79, and the rest of Oklahoma’s population in this same age
range runs 6.1%. In the 60 to 69 years of age range, the region has 12.4%; the rest of Oklahoma
has 10.4%. In the 50 to 59 years of age range, the region has 13.7%; the rest of Oklahoma has
13.3%. The 80+ population runs neck and neck, with the region reporting 3.7% and the rest of
Oklahoma reports 3.6%.
An aging population puts increasing pressure on the region’s social services; however, this
growing demographic also stimulates demand for improved healthcare facilities and for a more
varied menu of healthcare services, which can stimulate entrepreneurial innovation and business
creation. The needs of the region’s aging population and the opportunities for job creation
around those needs are key drivers behind Goal 1 and the Healthcare Innovation Center strategy.
The Crossing Borders Region has a large number of “out” commuters—those people who live in
the region, but travel outside of the region to work. Further, there is a large amount of
“untapped” human capital that can likely be engaged through education and training and by
developing creative ways to draw them to the healthcare industry and/or to attract professionals
from outside the region. Under Demographic Challenges, the region—as evidenced by its
poverty, unemployment and earnings statistics—lacks the type of living wage jobs required to
develop a robust economy.
Strategies & Objectives
Identify healthcare dollars through the region’s major healthcare systems that are spent outside
the region to purchase goods and services. Identify businesses within the region that can provide
the goods or services and redirect the healthcare spending to these regional businesses.
Additionally for procurement needs that cannot be met within the region, identify business
opportunities for business startups and/or business relocations to fulfill these needs.
Create a Healthcare Innovation Center. The SET team envisions the Healthcare Innovation
Center will help create the living wage jobs needed by facilitating and coordinating the increase
of institutional spending on healthcare support services with regional healthcare providers
(HCPs) through the objectives outlined below:
• Assisting with the commercialization of new technology;
• Attracting venture capital into the region;
• Connecting healthcare and community resources to increase operational efficiencies in
healthcare delivery and ensure residents have access to new technology;
• Working with education and training providers to ensure a skilled labor pipeline to meet
the needs of new and existing businesses.
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*Note about the Key Contacts/Potential Resources & Partners and Responsible Party sections in
the matrices for all of the region’s goals. The Crossing Borders Region represents a relatively
small and tight-knit community, especially in the realm of community and economic
development. Many of the SET team members are active throughout these realms and are those
who can ensure buy-in, action, and delegation of duties to additional partners as they come
onboard.

Actions/Activities

Key
Contacts/Potential
Resources &
Partners

Timeline

Status

Objective A: Build a network of healthcare decision makers
1. Identify major
Charlotte Howe,
Dec. 2016
Pending
healthcare
Oklahoma Dept. of
providers (HCPs)
Commerce
Anna Knight,
Cherokee Nation
Brian Hail, WW
Hastings Hospital
Eastern Oklahoma
Healthcare
Coalition, Lisa
Wade Berry
NEO Health
Systems, Scott
Rosenthal
Cherokee County
Health Dept., Maria
Alexander
Northeastern State
University
Conners State
College
2. Schedule
Hail/Howe/Knight
Dec. 2016
Pending
meetings with
Eastern Oklahoma
HCPs
Healthcare Coalition

Responsible Party

Measurements

Howe/Knight/Hail/Berry

Reports received
from various
sources including
ODOC and
Cherokee Nation
Health Services

Meetings
scheduled and
dialogue
beginning
Objective B: Identify healthcare services that can be regionally sourced and market regional healthcare industry support
service capacity
1. Ask HCP
See list above.
April 2017
Pending
Howe/Hail/Knight/Berry
Inventory of
network to identify
outsourced
those services they
services complete
currently
outsource
2. Prioritize based
See list above.
June 2017
Pending
Howe/Hail/Knight/Berry
Priorities set
on need and
realistic ability to
support
3. Identify local
See list above.
Sept. 2017
Pending
Howe/Hail/Knight/Berry/Jim
(3)Study
providers for top
Wilson
developed;
services needed
(4)Study
4. Present local
presented and
providers study to
feedback
SET team and
incorporated;
HCPs to get
(5)HCPs start to
feedback and buy
use region’s
in
support services
5. Market local
opportunities to
providers
Objective C: Build support capacity by recruiting support services businesses, helping existing ones expand and by
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delivering training to small businesses and potential entrepreneurs
1. Identify health
Howe/Knight/Hail
Dec. 2017
Pending
services and
Grand Gateway
products that
Economic
cannot be supplied
Development/NORA
in region
2. HCP network
Howe/Knight/Hail
Aug. 2019
Pending
helps identify
existing
businesses that
can build capacity
to provide goods
or services
3. HCP network
helps identify
potential
businesses for
recruitment to
fulfill needs
3. HCP helps local
Howe/Knight/Hail
Aug. 2019
Pending
colleges,
Ron Cambiano,
universities and
NSU/April C.
technology centers
Murelio, Indian
offer programs, reCapital Technology
certification
Center/Berry
training and
professional
development
workshops to keep
industry current
and to provide a
skilled workforce

Howe/Hail/Knight

Listing of
unavailable goods
and services

Howe/Hail/Knight

(2)At least 100
new jobs created
in 7 years
(3) At least 2 new
businesses
recruited in 5
years

Howe/Hail//Knight/Berry/Murelio

Skills needed
have been
identified and
education and
training programs
are developed in
alignment with
those needs.

Target Outcomes:
• Increase regional institutional spending on healthcare support services by 10%.
Short-Term Outcomes:
• The region’s healthcare providers understand and support the concepts of regionalism and
the “buy-local” approach to business.
• The process of collaboration and partnership started through the SET Initiative is further
strengthened within one of the region’s key industry sectors.
Intermediate Outcomes:
• Reduced healthcare support services and product leakages by 10%.
Long-Term Outcomes:
• Increased business and job creation in the healthcare support sector; at least 2 new
businesses within 5 years; at least 100 new jobs created in 7 years.
• Increased earnings and personal wealth throughout the region; out-commuting patterns
begin to shift as people no longer have to travel outside the region for gainful
employment.
• Business creation and expansion is leveraged to form venture capital groups that can
bring additional healthcare support services to the region; at least 3 entrepreneurs are
funded by venture capital within 5 years of the Healthcare Innovation Center’s opening.
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Goal 2: Leverage the Cherokee Hills Byway (the actual corridor and its association) to
diversify tourism to increase traveler spending in the region by 20% by 2022.
Regional Economic Benefits
By creating and promoting sustainable tourism and quality-of-life opportunities along the
existing Cherokee Hills Byway (CHB), the region can reduce the $100 million in Arts,
Entertainment & Visitor leakages identified by the Purdue University data; attract working age
adults to fill a much depleted skilled workforce pipeline; attract an aging but active population to
the area for leisure and recreation; and reap the economic benefits of meeting the needs of those
two demographics—jobs, wealth generation, improved quality of life.
Evidence Base for Goal
Throughout the SET team discussions and particularly in the Round 4 “Opportunities” session
(Feb. 4, 2016), developing the region’s tourism assets and increasing tourism’s economic impact
was repeatedly identified as a way to create jobs, stop tourism dollars from flowing to bordering
states, and boost revenues coming into the area.
The Regional Snapshot identified more than $100 million in Arts, Entertainment & Visitor
leakages.
While the region’s aging population, discussed in detail previously, creates challenges, it also
presents opportunity. With improved medical technology, people are living longer and more
active lives than ever before. Thus, if access to the region’s tourism offerings are improved for
and promoted to this demographic, the economic development windfall could be significant.
Strategies
• Re-establish/re-affirm the Cherokee Hills Byways Association (CHBA), which gives the
Crossing Borders Region a new resource and partner that can coordinate and lead the
actions and activities discussed in the matrix below.
• Create an internship position at NORA focused solely on CHB development to ensure
that an inventory of the region’s existing tourism attractions as well as potential
development opportunities is completed.
• Use that inventory to inform CHB development as well as the marketing and branding
strategies needed to reap the economic benefits.
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Actions/Activities

Key Contacts

Timeline

Status

Responsible
Party

Measurements

Objective A: Re-establish/re-affirm Cherokee Hills Byways Association
1. Contact former
Melissa Harris
Nov. 2016 to
Pending
Harris
All current and/or
and current board
Donna Tinnin
Jan. 2017
Tinnin
former CHBA
members to gauge
Suzanne Sullivan
Wright
members
commitment levels
Bayly Wright
contacted
2. Develop a regular
Same and CHBA
Jan. 2017 to
Pending
Same
First meeting held
meeting schedule
board members
Feb. 2017
Objective B: Identify/Inventory tourism opportunities in the CHB corridor & Kick Off the First Development/Improvement
Project
1. Develop an intern CHBA, NORA
2017-2018
Pending
CHBA, NORA
Fully funded
position at NORA.
internship at NORA
2. Identify funding
CHBA, NORA
2017-2018
Pending
CHBA, NORA
Funding received
for the position and
secure.
3. Establish
(3)CHBA, NORA,
(3)2017-2018
Pending
CHBA, NORA,
First round of
application
Northeastern
NSU, CN
applicants are
process, criteria,
State University
interviewed
and focus
Tourism
recruitment efforts
Department
on students within
Cherokee Nation
NSU’s master’s in
Community
tourism program
Tourism
(4)2017-2018
(4)Pending
(4)CHBA, NORA
(4)Intern begins
4. Select the first
(4)CHBA, NORA
February 2018
NORA intern
(5)Easily
5. Creates inventory (5)CHBA, NORA,
(5)2018-2019
(5)Pending
(5)CHBA, NORA
maintained
of opportunities in
inventory created
CHB corridor
6. Year 2 Intern
(6)CHBA; NORA
(6)2019-2022
(6)Pending
(6)CHBA, NORA
(6)Intern begins
selected; year 1
hiking/geoFebruary 2019
database
caching hobby
# of volunteers
maintained and a
groups;
recruited; #of trails
volunteer corps
Oklahoma
adopted; #of trails
developed to
Department of
improved
improve hiking
Wildlife
trails within the
Conservation;
corridor, including
park officestrail access,
rangers; National
signage, maps,
Park Service
maintenance, etc.
Objective C: Work with Green Country Marketing to effectively promote regional tourism
1. Research the
CHBA
2018
Pending
CHBA
marketing and
NORA
branding of other
tourism corridorsRoute 66, byways in
other states, etc.
2. Secure funding
and contract with
Green Country
Marketing to
develop a strategic
marketing plan &
budget
3. Develop the CHB
CHBA, NORA,
2017-2018
Pending
CHBA, GCM
corridor’s brand
USRDA
4. Develop branding
strategy, create a
website, signage,
markers that direct,
connect, build on
each other
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Target Outcomes:
• Diversify tourism—new trails, attractions, festivals, etc.
• Increase traveler spending by 20% by 2022.
Short-Term Outcomes:
• The Cherokee Hills Byway (CHB) is defined and the Cherokee Hills Byway Association
(CHBA) re-established/re-affirmed.
• Internship position created with NORA and charged with conducting an inventory of
attractions throughout the CHB corridor—hiking trails, attractions, dining, lodging,
convention space, camping, convenience stops, historical markers and sites, etc.
• Sections of the CHB corridor are identified for development, and a work group to
spearhead that development is established.
Intermediate Outcomes:
• A method to maintain and update the CHB corridor inventory is established and in use.
• Processes to communicate the inventory regularly with regional marketing entities are in
use.
• A GAP analysis focused on tourism facilities and businesses within the corridor is
completed.
• A volunteer corps dedicated to improving and maintaining the corridor’s trail system is up
and running.
Long-Term Outcomes:
• The CHB Corridor is under development, expanding facilities, attractions and tourismrelated businesses; jobs are being created; and tourism-generated revenues are up by 20%
or more.

Goal 3: Submit a proposal for a Multi-county preliminary engineering and feasibility study to
address the regionalization of water and waste water systems to state and federal agencies,
including the Oklahoma Water Resources Board (OWRB) by 2018.
Regional Economic Benefits
By identifying water and wastewater assets and liabilities and combining resources to improve
the region’s access to and use of water, the SET team expects the region to see a variety of
community and economic development benefits. These include safe drinking water; wastewater
systems that meet all regulatory requirements; ability to attract data centers, manufacturers, and
other businesses requiring access to large volumes of water; increased bonding capacity to fund
improvements and expansions; increased ad valorem revenues as new businesses are created or
existing businesses expand.
Evidence Base for Goal
Opportunities identified in the March 23, 2016 session: Develop water resources/infrastructure to
support/attract industry.
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Strategies
• Identify crucial infrastructure needs and prioritize repairs/new installation by those that
are most likely to result in near-term economic development either through business
relocations or expansions.
• Pool resources, including bonding capacity and the development of grant partnerships, to
secure improvement/construction funds.
• Initially focus on those projects that can bear results relatively quickly so the region can
start to rebuild its ad valorem tax base.
• Use ad valorem money to fund additional infrastructure projects needed for economic and
community development throughout the region.
Actions/Activities

Key Contacts

Timeline

Objective A: Identify timelines and funding cycles
1.Research possible
OWRB,
Dec. 2016
funding sources
USDA RD
2.Identify grant writer
Anna Knight
Dec. 2016
Objective B: Create long term sustainability plan
1.Identify feasibility study
OSU Extension,
Dec. 2016
coordinator
OU,
NSU Business
classes
2.Conduct meetings with
Oklahoma Rural
June 2017
regional towns, cities,
Water Association
counties, and water
resource boards to
educate about benefits of
regionalized
water/wastewater system
3.Obtain Letter of
Feasibility Study
Sept 2017
Intent/Cooperation from
Coordinator
towns, cities, counties,
RWBs to go forward with
feasibility study
Objective C: Submit proposal to funding source
1.Complete grant request
Horace Lindley
Dec. 2017
Cherokee Nation
2.Submit for funding
Horace Lindley
2018
Cherokee Nation
3.Follow up with grant
Horace Lindley
2018
award
Cherokee Nation

Status

Responsible
Party

Measurements

Pending

Horace Lindley

Pending

Horace Lindley

List of resources
complete
Grant writer identified

Pending

Horace Lindley

Coordinator identified

Pending

Horace Lindley
Feasibility Study
Coordinator

Number of
participants

Pending

Horace Lindley
Feasibility Study
Coordinator

Number of
letters/supporters

Pending

Grant writer

Proposal completed

Pending

Grant writer

Proposal submitted

Pending

Grant writer

Award letter from
funding agency
received

Grant writer
Cherokee
Nation
Feasibility Study
Coordinator
Cherokee
Nation
Feasibility Study
Coordinator

Award received
Study completed

Cherokee
Nation
Horace Lindley
Cherokee
Nation
Horace Lindley

Feedback and buy in
received

Objective D: Administer Feasibility Study (contingent upon award of grant)
1.Obtain Grant Award
Cherokee Nation
2018
Pending
2.Conduct feasibility
Cherokee Nation
2019
Pending
study
Feasibility Study
coordinator
3.Present results to SET

Cherokee Nation
Feasibility Study
coordinator

2019

Pending

Objective E: Review feasibility study results (contingent upon award of grant)
1.Review results
Cherokee Nation
2019
Pending
SET members
2.Determine next steps

Cherokee Nation
SET members

2019

Pending

Feedback and buy in
received

Implementation study
complete

Target Outcomes:
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•
•
•

Identify funding sources.
Create a long-term sustainability plan that identifies key water and wastewater
infrastructure needs across the region and begins to prioritize those needs.
Develop a funding proposal to state and federal agencies, including the Oklahoma Water
Resources Board, for a multi-county preliminary engineering and feasibility study to
address the regionalization of water and waste water systems by 2018.

Short-Term Outcomes:
• Through the proposal development process, participants are educated about the benefits of
regional partnership and collaboration.
• Through the proposal development process, new community leaders and stakeholders are
identified.
• A proposal is developed that can be used to apply for state and federal funds, as well as
state and tribal funds.
Intermediate Outcomes:
• Local water/wastewater providers begin to view their systems as regional assets.
Long-Term Outcomes:
• Long-term infrastructure development occurs that can facilitate economic development
and sustainability and improve the quality of life.
• New community leaders and resources have been engaged, and through this initial process
of securing funding as a region, conducting a feasibility study as a region and
implementing improvements as a region, the next round of infrastructure work will be
conducted by a well-oiled machine that plans and acts with a regional mind set.

Goal 4: Diversify agricultural production and distribution channels available to regional
producers to increase farms, farming incomes and farming viability.
Regional Economic Benefits
Through diversification, the region can increase sales of local agricultural products, which
generate wealth; expand the agribusiness industry and stop spending leakages, which creates jobs
and increases food security; and creates opportunity for the region’s young people and working
age adults helping to ensure that they can remain within Crossing Borders Region.
Evidence Base for Goal
Agriculture is a key industry sector for the Crossing Borders Region, and the diversification of
agricultural production and distribution channels was identified by the team during the
Opportunities discussion 3/23/16.
From 2001 to 2013, the Crossing Borders Region issued patents at a rate of 0.60 per 10,000 jobs,
while the remaining Oklahoma counties garnered 2.35 patents per 10,000 jobs. Patenting trends
are an important indicator of the level of innovation in a region. Commercializing this innovation
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can lead to long-term growth for regional economies. Recognizing this, the SET initiative
stakeholders spent a significant amount of time discussing ways to stimulate and commercialize
innovation in both the healthcare industry, as previously detailed, and in the agribusiness
industry.
The Purdue University data identified $550 million in spending leakages in the Agribusiness &
Food Processing industry cluster throughout the region.
Strategies
• Identify baseline data to measure improvements.
• Develop that baseline to measure local production, sales, and the number of local farmers
in operation.
• Identify existing agricultural supply chain networks and strategies.
• Create new supply chain strategies where necessary to fill the gaps and improve access to
locally grown agricultural products and assist farmers/ranchers with creating niche
markets.
• Work with research institutions, entrepreneurs and venture capitalists to stimulate and
fund agribusiness innovation, which could further expand the industry throughout the
region, create jobs, and generate wealth.
Actions/Activities

Key Contacts

Timeline

Status

Objective A: Determine dollar leakage from the four-county region
1. Contact local
Farmers
June 2017
Pending
producers and farmers,
Farm Service
as well as food sellers, to
Agency (FSA)
determine current
Farmers Markets
production and
Area Food
distribution
Manufacturer and
methods/channels
Grocery Stores
2. Contact local suppliers
Farmers Co-ops
Sept 2017
Pending
to determine current
Supply stores
supply chains and
Processing Plants
distribution channels

Responsible
Party

Measurements

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
Gus Fisher

Number of producers
and farmers
contacted

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
Gus Fisher

Number of suppliers
contacted
Map of current supply
chains and
distribution channels
Number of consumers
contacted
Refinement of supply
chain map

3. Contact local
consumers to determine
current supply chain

Tyson, Simmons
Feb 2018
Pending
Jerrid Gelinas
Grocery stores
Robin Stand
Schools
Gus Fisher
Nutrition centers
et. al.
Objective B: Identify products and distribution channels that can be provided locally
1. Create supply chain
Robin Stand
March 2018
Pending
Jerrid Gelinas
matrices using data
Cherokee Nation
Robin Stand
obtained from previous
GIS
Gus Fisher
objective
2. Develop baseline of
local producers, “inregion” sales and
regional food imports

3. Analyze results of
matrices
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Number of new
supply chains
identified and being
used
Gaps identified in
processing chain
impacting local
purchasing
Baseline measures
on which to determine
progress
Number of groups
providing input on
matrices and new
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Local Producers
Regional Coops
4. Create new supply
SET Agribusiness
June 2018
chain distribution
Committee
strategies
Local Producers
Coops
Objective C: Improve/modify distribution channels
1. Conduct educational
SET Agribusiness
Sept 2018
town hall meetings to
Committee
discuss results of
FSA
research and propose
Local Producers
new methods/channels
Local Consumers
2. Propose new supply
Farmers
Nov 2018
chain distribution
FSA
strategies to local
Farmers Markets
producers and farmers

3. Propose new supply
chain distribution
strategies to local
suppliers
4. Develop locally grown
marketing strategy and
introduce to consumers

Farmers Co-ops
Manufacturers
Grocery Stores
Schools
Grocery stores
Schools
Nutrition centers
Public
NSU
NORA
Farmers Markets

strategies
Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
Gus Fisher

Recommendations for
new and/or enhanced
distribution strategies

Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
Gus Fisher

Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
Gus Fisher

Nov 2018

Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
Gus Fisher

Dec 2018

Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
Gus Fisher

Number of attendees
and finalization of
enhanced distribution
strategies and supply
chains
Number of local
producers, farmers,
manufacturers and
grocery stores who
adopt the new
strategies
Number of local
manufacturers and
retailers who adopt
the new strategies
Increase “in region”
sales, improve
regional food security,
increase consumer
awareness of buying
local

Target Outcomes:
• Diversify agricultural production.
• Increase distribution channels available to regional producers.
• Increase Farm incomes and farm viability over the next 5 years.
• Increase regional food security.
Short-Term Outcomes:
• Baseline data is identified to measure improvements.
• Baseline is developed and in use to measure local production, sales, and the number of
local farmers in operation.
• Dollar leakage areas at the levels of production, suppliers and consumers are determined.
• Gaps are identified in the processing/supply chain.
Intermediate Outcomes:
• New ideas/methods of distribution to regional producers and suppliers are introduced.
• New supply chain networks are beginning to form.
Long-Term Outcomes:
• The Region’s agribusiness industry experiences increased efficiency and availability for
production and distribution of locally produced livestock and produce, and associated
products of those industries (fence, feed, medicine, veterinary services, etc.)
• Innovation and venture capital are vibrant parts of the Region’s agribusiness industry.
• Increased farm incomes and viability by 20%.
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Goal 5: Engage young people in Agriculture through educational programs, which expose them
to agribusiness career opportunities and healthy lifestyles.
Regional Economic Benefits
If young people throughout the region recognize opportunity in agribusiness, they will remain in
the region and continue the farming and ranching tradition, which creates jobs, generates wealth,
spurs innovation and promotes sustainability.
Evidence Base for Goal
Agriculture is a key industry sector for the Crossing Borders Region. During the Challenges
discussion (2/4/16), the team identified this issue as both a barrier and an opportunity.
The Purdue University data identified $550 million in spending leakages in the Agribusiness &
Food Processing industry cluster throughout the region. Data also show the Crossing Borders
Region has a large number of “out” commuters—those people who live in the region, but travel
outside of the region to work. Working age adults, including ages 20 to 39, often commute 70
miles one way to work or are leaving the area permanently to find employment.
Strategies
Increase the number of young people participating in agriculture-focused educational programs,
such as 4H and FFA, which expose them to agriculture careers and the benefits of consuming
locally grown produce and meat; and ultimately, helps ensure that more people engage in
farming as either a primary or supplementary lifestyle.
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Actions/Activities

Key Contacts

Timeline

Objective A: Identify educational programs available
1. Identify volunteers
OSU Extension
March 2017
passionate about
4H Leaders
Agriculture.
FFA Leaders

Status

Responsible
Party

Measurements

Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
Gus Fisher

Registry of potential
volunteers

2. Record current list of
programs offered at the
State, County, District
and Community level.

OSU Extension
March 2017
Pending
Jerrid Gelinas
Community Leaders
Robin Stand
Schools
Gus Fisher
NSU
USDA
Connors State
College
Carl Albert State
College
Objective B: Teachers and Leaders adopt the importance of Agriculture in curriculum
1. Record list of
Oklahoma Schools
Feb 2017
Pending
Jerrid Gelinas
programs currently
Advisory Council
Robin Stand
offered at each
Superintendents
Gus Fisher
location/school
Ag Teachers
Professors
Cherokee Nation
University of Arkansas

2. Educate the
educators/teachers

3. Conduct training /
workshops

4. Develop list of
potential sites for
expansion or new
programs, and
communities currently
doing work
5. Identify and
Coordinate funding to
provide programs
6. Schools develop or
purchase locally
produced products.

NORA
OSU Extension
NSU
Oklahoma Schools
Advisory Council
SET Agribusiness
Committee
Cherokee Nation
NORA
OSU Extension
Oklahoma Schools
Advisory Council
SET Agribusiness
Committee
NORA
OSU Extension
SET Agribusiness
Committee

NORA
Cherokee Nation
OSU Extension
FSA
School administrators
Nutrition Directors

Gap identification

Resource directory of
programs offered
Identification of best
practices
Determination of Gaps
and potential
community barriers
# of meetings held
Information collateral
produced
Determination of best
practices

October 2017

Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
NORA
Gus Fisher

Dec 2017

Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
NORA
Gus Fisher

# of workshops
conducted
# of attendees
# of districts
represented

April 2018

Pending

Jerrid Gelinas
Robin Stand
NORA
Gus Fisher

Identify list of potential
sites based on needs
and desire

Ongoing

Ongoing

NORA

Dec. 2020

Pending

SET Agribusiness
Committee
Cherokee Nation

# of funding
applications
submitted; # of
projects funded
# of schools
developing or
purchasing locally
produced ag products
Increase in local
purchases in dollars

Ongoing

SET Agribusiness
Committee

Objective C: Continue to increase participation in programs
1. Promote education
OSU Extension
Ongoing
programs and healthy
4H Leaders
lifestyles throughout
FFA Leaders
every day approaches
Schools

2/27/17
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education
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Target Outcomes:
• Increased number of educational agricultural programs available to youth.
• More of the region’s youth understand the career opportunities and importance of healthy
lifestyles.
• Increased enrollment in current programs.
• Increased involvement to create a more positive outlook on agriculture.
• Increased healthy lifestyles as demonstrated by more school gardens and schools
purchasing locally.
• Self-efficiency in and engagement in local agriculture and food initiatives.
• Rural community businesses and school programs rely on local agriculture.
Short-Term Outcomes:
• Benefits of local production—reduced transportation costs (save fuel, lower emissions,
and less wear and tear on roads, highways and bridges); increased access to fresh fruits
and vegetables; and niche markets for local agricultural entrepreneurs are created.
• The importance of sustainable farming is understood and embraced.
• Value-added production opportunities are created.
Intermediate Outcomes:
• Enrollment numbers in current programs and availability of new programs increase.
Long-Term Outcomes:
• Healthier diets, locally produced food and an overall increase in sustainable agriculture.
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Evaluation Plan
Key Measures and Strategies to Track Progress
To continue to keep the plan a living document, a SET-Crossing Borders Region working group
is currently being established. This working group will be volunteer led and under the auspice of
the Northeast Oklahoma Regional Alliance (NORA) and will be charged with:
• Moving this plan’s implementation forward;
• Reaching out to the identified key contacts for guidance;
• Recruiting others;
• Holding the identified responsible parties accountable to maintain momentum.
Membership will be open to those who did not necessarily participate in the SET Initiative
regional planning process and will change as the Crossing Borders Region evolves. It is also
likely that several sub-committees—assigned to the detailed coordination of implementing the
region’s six goals—will be needed.
Throughout implementation, the working group and sub-committees will measure progress
against the outcomes and measurements specific to each goal and detailed in the Regional
Economic Development Plan matrices. If any of the goals are determined not to be feasible, the
working group and the sub-committees will convene additional regional planning meetings to
identify other opportunities.
The Crossing Borders Region will conduct a comprehensive review of its plan yearly and revise
accordingly. However, on-going feedback will be collected throughout the implementation
process with goal-specific feasibility surveys, satisfaction surveys, needs assessments, and
comments received from various stakeholders. And, the plan will be posted to NORA’s website
at www.neokregion.org/set.
NORA represents the most logical entity to provide the Crossing Borders Region and this plan
the institutional infrastructure and support needed to move forward.
NORA is a 501c3 nonprofit that focuses solely on the rural sector and represents 14 counties
within northeast Oklahoma. The organization has a 19-member board of directors and two fulltime staff. NORA’s service area includes the Crossing Borders Region. NORA’s 14 counties
include 100 small rural cities and towns and more than 600,000 people.
NORA is THE unique organization dedicated to giving northeast Oklahoma a united; regional
voice. NORA is committed to sustaining and improving northeast Oklahoma communities as
they come together to increase opportunities and create wealth. The organization serves as a
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catalyst and collaborator for finding solutions to the opportunities and challenges facing this
growing region. NORA collaborates with businesses, education, civic leaders, local chambers of
commerce, and other key stakeholders to develop and improve northeast Oklahoma. NORA’s
work, supported by a growing group of companies, local leaders, and regional partner’s focuses
on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Leadership Development
Business Development
Workforce Development
Regional Stewardship
Education and Resource Sharing
Issue Advocacy
Civil Engagement
Community Based Learning
Opportunities to Network

In 2010, NORA developed and started implementation of a strategic plan for the 14 counties in
its service area. (Northeast Oklahoma Regional Plan) The plan was a collaborative effort, and it
was created with input from more than 300 different entities, including municipalities, counties,
organizations, nonprofits and individuals. NORA’s strategic plan focuses on entrepreneurship;
natural and cultural resources; infrastructure; education; leadership development; workforce
development; socio-economic issues; and community building—all of which relate to and
intersect with the Crossing Borders Regional Economic Development Plan.
The Region’s five goals detailed throughout this plan create a unique opportunity to address the
broad base of priorities set by NORA’s 14-county area within a smaller sub-region. This strategy
speaks to NORA’s commitment to starting local conversations and then lending greater resources
to the grass-roots development and exploration of the organization’s overall mission.
NORA supports the Crossing Borders Region’s efforts to have impact across many of the larger
area’s organizational priorities. Jim Wilson, who was an active SET initiative participant and
will serve as chairman of the Crossing Borders Region working group charged with
implementation, also currently serves as the chairman of the NORA Board of Directors. Wilson
is a former State of Oklahoma Senator from Cherokee County and is engaged in many
community based organizations.
NORA stakeholders are hopeful that the successful implementation of the goals detailed in this
plan will serve as a model and impetus for greater issue exploration in other multi-county, subregion planning efforts. NORA supports all 14 counties’ efforts to provide an improved quality
of life by employing innovative approaches to economic, social, educational, and cultural
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challenges facing the region. Issues facing the Crossing Borders Region are likely common in
NORA’s other service-area counties. Thus, the SET initiative and this Regional Economic
Development Plan will serve as a best practice for other NORA counties.
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Region’s Contact Information
Northeast Oklahoma Regional Alliance (NORA)
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www.neokregion.org
918-772-8334
d.heller@neokregion.org
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